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REVIEW OF DARUNGTON
SUMMARY

1. This report outlines the considerations and results of a review related
to continuation of Ontario Hydro's Darlington nuclear generation
project, as well as the effects of partial or complete project
cancellation.

2. The review includes consideration of future economic conditions and
related ranges of electrical load growths (forecast, lower and upper).
It examines the effect of various Darlington disposition alternatives on
bulk electricity system (BBS) reliability and energy production
capability, acid gas emissions, economic and financial factors, and the
provincial economy. The project status is briefly reviewed.

3. Darlington contributes to maintenance of an acceptable level of BES
reliability for customer load supply in the 1990s under the forecast and
upper load growth conditions. Further, Darlington contributes to the
production of economical energy to displace more expensive and
non-renewable fossil fuels under all three load growth scenarios.

Displacement of fossil fuels reduces the level of acid gas emissions and
contributes to improving air quality without the need to advance capital
expenditures for acid gas control facilities.

Darlington increases planning flexibility by reducing the risk of future
electricity shortfalls.

4. Cancellation of two or four Darlington units would result In a net
increase in long-term costs.

Fossil and nuclear generation are required to complement other forms of
demand/supply facilities in the future. Since no decision has been
taken regarding the future use of major thermal resources, evaluations
were conducted with inclusion of either fossil or nuclear substitutes,
which are necessarily non-site specific, for the cancelled Darlington
units, under the forecast and upper load growth conditions, and with
consideration of the long lead times required for environmental
approvals and building new generation facilities.

Under forecast conditions, the 1985 present value (PV) life-time cost
for Darlington is about $8.6 billion. This includes the initial
facility costs, as well as fuelling, operating and maintenance '-osts
over a 40 year period and cost provisions related to decommissioning and
spent fuel handling.

Cancellation of all four or two units, under forecast conditions, with
subsequent fossil resource replacement would cost about $13.8 billion
and $11.3 billion in 1985 PV respectively. These costs include the cost
of cancellation, fossil replacement costs, and the 'upset' costs which
include more expensive fossil fuel, advancement of acid gas scrubbers
and strategic conservation during the period between the scheduled
In-service dates for the Darlington units and the in-service dates of
the replacement units.
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SUMMARY (Continued)

The corresponding extra long-term costs associated with the four and two
unit cancellation, and fossil replacement, are $5.2 billion 1985 PV (or
60%) and $2.7 billion 1985 PV (or 30%) above the Darlington on-schedule
alternative.

Under the upper load growth conditions with the fossil substitute for
the four and two unit cancellations, the extra long-term costs are
$7.1 billion 1985 PV (or 80%) and $3.4 billion 1985 PV (or 40%) above
the Darlington on-schedule alternatives.

Under the lower growth conditions, major thermal generation was not
required until after the turn of the century and none was included in
the study period. The extra long-term costs for the four and two unit
cancellations are $2.3 billion 1985 PV (or 30%) and $1 billion 1985 PV
(or 12%) above the Darlington on-schedule alternative.

The extra long-term costs of cancellations with the nuclear substitutes
for the forecast and upper load growth are comparable in magnitude to
those related to the fossil substitute, but lower.

5. The cancellation of two or four Darlington units will result in
increased electricity price levels above the Darlington on-schedule
alternative.

Under forecast growth conditions, rate levels for the next 20 years are
projected to average 7% to 9% higher if all four units are cancelled,
and 4% to 5% higher if two units are cancelled. This represents an
Increase in customer bills over the period of $11 billion to $16 billion
for the four unit cancellation, and $6 billion to $9 billion for the two
unit cancellation. The impacts involving larger magnitudes are
associated with the fossil substitutes for the cancelled units, and the
smaller magnitude impacts related to the nuclear substitutes.

Under upper growth conditions, electricity prices are forecast to
average 10% to 11% higher for the four unit cancellation, and 5% to 6%
for the two unit cancellation, relative to Darlington on-schedule.
Under lower growth conditions, rate levels would average less than 1%
higher for both two and four unit cancellations, and these do not
involve substitute major thermal generation.

6. Cancellations are expected to have an overall negative Impact in the
1985-2005 period on the Ontario economy in the forecast load growth
scenario.

In the near term 1985-90 period, cancellation of four units with the
nuclear and fossil substitutes would reduce employment by about 22,000
and 33,000 person-years respectively. Over the longer 1985-2005 period,
the net total reductions in employment are 63,000 and 100,000
person-years for the nuclear and fossil substitutes respectively.
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SUMMARY (Continued)

In the near-term period to 1990, cancellation of two units with nuclear
and fossil substitutes would reduce employment by about 14,000
person-years in each case. Over the longer 1985-2005 period, the net
total reductions in employment are 40,000 and 56,000 person-years for
the nuclear and fossil substitutes respectively.

7. The engineering, equipment and material procurement, and construction of
the Darlington project is well advanced.

Since the building of the project commenced some 8 years ago,
approximately 70% of the required resources have already been used or
committed.

8. Other benefits of Darlington include:

. Provision of an increased measure of planning flexibility by reducing
the risk of having to Install less economical short lead time
resources such as combustion turbine units (CTUs) with high energy
production costs, if load growth is higher than expected and
shortfalls in generation capacities result.

. Increases in Ontario's indigenous energy production by use of uranium
fuel, and at the same time conservation of fossil fuels such as coal,
as well as reduced acid gas emissions, as noted earlier.

. Positive contributions to the balance of trade payment by reducing
reliance on U.S. coal, and economy sales of uranium-fuelled
electricity to neighbouring utilities as opportunities arise, which
benefit the consumers in Ontario with lower electricity rates.

. Contributions to the energy security of the Province, as well as
Ontario's competitive position by maintaining stable electricity rates.

9. Summarizing, cancellation of part or all of Darlington would:

- Increase costs in the long-term;
- raise electricity rates for customers;
- weaken Ontario Hydro's financial position;
- cause higher utilization of expensive imported coal;
- incur additional expenditures to meet acid gas emission regulations,
and may Impair the ability to meet emission regulations; and

- cause significant loss in employment.

10. Consideration Of the effects sumnarlzed above supports the continued
COnStrUCtlOIl Of Darlington as a four unit station, to serve the best
Interest of Ontario Hydros eUttrtvaty customers, and the people <>e
Ontario.
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REVIEW OF DARLINGTON

PACT A - GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

This multi-part report outlines the considerations and results of technical,
economic and financial analyses, and analyses of the impact on Ontario's
economy associated with continuation of Ontario Hydro's Darlington nuclear
generation project. In addition, it assesses and compares the effects of
partial or complete cancellation of the project. The introduction to follow
briefly outlines the main contents of each part of the report.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Darlington Nuclear Generating Station (NGS) is a uranium-fuelled electricity
production facility, currently being built by Ontario Hydro. Darlington is
designed as a four-unit station, located at the north shore of Lake Ontario
in the Town of Newcastle (about 8 km east of Oshawa), with a net capacity of
3524 HW. comprising 4-881 HW units which have scheduled in-service dates
between 1988 and 1992. This project is estimated to be 95% committed in
cost of permanent material; 40% complete in construction and 75% complete in
engineering work effort.

Planning studies undertaken in the early to mid 1970s indicated the need for
additional generation resources to adequately supply Ontario's electricity
requirements projected for the 1980s and beyond. Following governmental
approval in 1977, project work at Darlington was initiated with initial
in-service dates of 1985-88. Between 1977 and 1982. the projections of
future electricity demands declined, and following revisions of generation
development plans, action was undertaken by Ontario Hydro that resulted in
cancellation, size reduction, and rescheduling of committed generation
projects, as well as deferment of uncommitted work. The review in 1982
resulted in rescheduling the in-service dates of the Darlington units to
1988-1992. Subsequent reviews, including one completed in January 1984
supported the completing of Darlington on this schedule, to provide
attractively priced energy for use in the bulk electricity system in the
1990s and beyond, to conserve fossil fuels and help reduce related acid gas
emissions, and to ensure adequate reliability of supply for a range of
future electricity demand situations. Since 1982, the annual forecast of
future electricity demands have shown small increases, partly reflecting
more favourable forecasts of future economic conditions.

This review is an update of earlier work, with primary focus on
re-evaluating the benefits and costs of Darlington with consideration of
future system requirements, as well as economic and financial factors. To
highlight the possible merits or demerits of Darlington, three main
alternatives are considered with regard to the project's disposition
including:

(a) Completion of the 4-unit station with current unit in-service dates
between 1988 and 1992.

(b) Cancel two of the units, 3&4, but complete building the other two units,
1&2, on their current schedules.

(c) Cancel all four units.
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Each of the disposition alternatives is expected to have varying impacts
under different electrical load growth conditions, including the timing of
future resources beyond those related to the Darlington disposition
alternatives. At the time this latest review was first initiated, the
economic evaluations assumed costs associated with the most economic major
thermal generation, ie, nuclear generation, to replace resources required
for future load supply, and to complement other forms of futuLe resources.
This consideration ensures consistency in the economic comparison of
alternatives, otherwise an unintentional cost penalty, ot advantage may be
awarded to some alternatives. Inclusion of costs of a specific
technological resource to compare alternatives is not intended to prejudge
future decisions, since separate detailed studies would be requited before a
commitment is maOa foL use of such resources in the future. To provide a
more complete picture of the possible impact of costs and other effects, the
analyses were extended to include the fossil (coal-fuelled) option as the
major thermal generation to complement other forms of future resources.

In view of the foregoir>g, and the large number of results, this report
comprises 4 main parts, including:

(A) general considerations related to bulk electlicity system and a brief
outline of the disposition alternatives;

(B) the results of analyses of the economic, financial and provincial
economy impacts with fossil generation as the substitute for the
cancelled units when future major thermal resources are required to
complement other forms of resources;

(C) similar results as in (B), except nuclear generation is considered as
the substitute for the cancelled units;

(D) comparison of results with fossil and nuclear substitutes and
conclusions.

This updated review concludes that the building of all four Darlington units
should be completed on schedule. The rationale is provided in Section 11.0.
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2.0 BULK ELECTRICITY SYSTEM (BES) CONSIDERATIONS

The disposition alternatives for Darlington would have varying impacts on
the future BES. However, future conditions in the BES are uncertain;
therefore, the alternatives are examined for a range of system conditions,
which are briefly discussed below.

2.1 Load Forecast & Alternative Growth Scenarios

The 1985 planning load forecast was used for this review. It indicates that
the provincial electrical load demand is forecast to increase at a rate of
about 2.5% per ye«?» between 1981-2005, which corresponds to a 60% increase
in load in the 20 year period from 1985 to 2005 (Figute 1). This forecast
takes into account the effects of conservation, including the equivalent of
about 1600 average HW of new conservation by the turn of the century.

The key considerations in preparing this forecast are briefly outlined
below, the details of some of which are discussed in Ontario Hydro's 1984
Economic Outlook:

Projected real economic growth in Ontario of about 2.7% per year between
1981 to 2000.

Inflation averaging just over 7% per year between 1981 to 2000.

The Ontario population in the year 2000 will be about 10 million.

The Ontario labour force will be about 5.5 million.

The real price of electricity will rise moderately over the next few
years, then fall significantly as fewer plants are brought into service,
and remain roughly constant over the latter part of the 1990s.

Domestic Canadian oil prices will rise slightly in real terms in the
1990s giving electricity a relative price advantage. Natural gas prices
will rise faster than oil prices. The natural gas/crude oil price ratio
(based on heat content) will rise from about 65% in 1984 to 70% by 1995
and to 75% by 2000, resulting in a further relative price advantage for
electricity.

The rate of technical progress will recover to a level below the average
of the 1960s, but above the average of the last decade.

The stability of social, economic and financial institutions will be
maintained.
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FIGUHE 1
RANGE OF FUTURE LOADS
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There is considerable uncertainty in any forecasting process and there is
considerable variability in any of the factors discussed above. To address
this uncertainty, Figure 1 illustrates upper and lower load growth scenatios
which reflect alternative assumptions regarding economic growth and energy
prices.

The upper load growth scenario combines relatively high real GDP
(Ontario's gross domestic product) growth with relatively low
inflation. The competitive position of electricity with other fuels is
considerably improved over the most probable fotecast. This results in
a load about 9200 HW above the forecast by 2005, and an annual growth
rate of about 3.8% per year.

The lower load growth scenario combines low GOP growth with low
inflation. This results in a decrease in the relative prices of
competing energy, resulting in a load about 7900 HW lower than the
forecast by 2005, and an annual growth rate of about 1.1% per year.

The difference between the upper and lower load growth scenarios is
about 17,000 HW by the year 2005. This difference (roughly equivalent
to five Darlington stations) provides an indication of the uncertainty
in the load demand, and the urgency associated with preparing a resource
plan that is flexible enough for responding to a wide range of
conditions.

2.2 BBS Resources Considerations & BES Study Scenarios

BES Resources Considerations

The 1985 BES Resource Plan was referenced in examining the adequacy of
generation resources for supply of electricity related to load growth
scenarios outlined in Section 2.1. This plan includes existing generation
capacity of about 27,000 HW and additional committed facilities that would
increase the total to about 33.995 HW by 1992 with consideration of all
Darlington units in service. To adequately supply future electricity demand
and examine the effects of the Darlington disposition alternatives, a number
of BES study scenarios were developed with consideration of the following:

An adequate level of reliability for BES load supply would be
maintained, corresponding to a generation reserve of about 25%, which is
common to all study plans.

To overcome projected shortfalls in generation resources, provision
would be made for practical amounts of strategic conservation,
supplemental generation (eg, cogeneration, refuse burning, small
hydroelectric facilities) and, bulk generation resources including
hydroelectric and major thermal (fossil, nuclear) generation facilities.
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As noted in Section 1.0. study plans requiting majot thermal tesouLces
to replace the cancelled Darlington units to partly overcome future
generation shortfalls, are based on fossil or nuclear generation.
However, to ensure consistency in economic evaluations, the costs
associated with the most economic form of major thermal generation,
ie, nuclear, should be considered, otherwise an unintentional cost
penalty, or advantage may be awarded to alternatives being compared.
However, to have a more complete picture, the effects of installing
fossil generation in place of nuclear are discussed in Sections 4.0
to 6.0.

New generation facilities require lonq lead times to obtain appropriate
approvals, design, procurement of equipment and building of new station
facilities. Lead times vary from about 8 to 12 years for a
hydroelectric station, depending on the site and size of the
development, 11-1/2 to 14-1/2 years for a nuclear station and 10 to
12 years for a large fossil-fuelled station. If generation shortfalls
are expected to occur earlier than anticipated, then installation of
oil-fuelled combustion turbine units (CTUs) with lead times of about
3 to 6 years (depending on site and external approval requirements) may
be the only remaining means of ensuting reliability of load supply,
until more economic forms of generation can be placed in service. The
lead time for acid gas emission control facilities is estimated to be
8 to 9 years.

Out-of-province purchases of resources cannot be depended on for future
load supply, until firm contracts are established. Further, the cost of
electricity from such purchases are likely to be comparable to
in-province generation (partly as a result of the sellers' more
lucrative markets elsewhere and allowance for risks taken on by the
seller) such that the evaluation and comparison of alternatives are
unlikely to be affected. Large purchases involving quantities
comparable to the Darlington units or station would require potential
sellers and Ontario Hydro to build new generation and related bulk
transmission facilities, which could not be placed in service until the
late 1990s and beyond.

All existing generation facilities are assumed available to the BES as
required, and rehabilitated as necessary, so that there are no
retirements of facilities which may trigger advancement of .in-service
dates of other resources.' In addition, generation facilities with high
energy production costs which are not required to maintain system
generation reserve requirements at present are assumed in operation as
required to meet needs during the study period.
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To meet the requirements of regulations related to acid gas, the
utilization of acid gas control facilities in conjunction with low
sulphur coal are included in the generation study plans. These are used
as required and appropriate, considering forecast availabilities and
prices of low sulphur coal and the need for a regulating margin to allow
for contingencies.

To benefit Ontario's electricity customers, it is assumed that part of
the generation production capability above that required foL Ontario
loads (particularly during summer, nights and weekends), could be
utilized for economy energy sales to neighbouring U.S. utilities, with
consideration of transmission line constraints, acid gas emission limits
and future market conditions. In similar fashion, nominal amounts of
economy energy purchases are expected and taken into consideration.

The effects of the Darlington disposition alternatives on the bulk
transmission facilities were taken into consideration. The timing of
some planned facilities could be affected by Darlington cancellation.

With consideration of the above, potential resources to meet loads for the
three load growth scenarios were studied. The resources or facilities that
are directly affected by the Darlington disposition alternatives, are
outlined in the next section.

Darlington Disposition Alternatives & BES Study Scenarios

As noted in Section 1.0, three disposition alternatives are examined to
assess potential merits or demerits of Darlington. A brief description of
each alternative follows below:

(1) Complete the building of Darlington as a four-unit station, with the
current unit in-service dates of Hay 1988, February 1989, November 1991,
and August 1992. For comparison of alternatives, this is the base case.

(2) Cancel Units 3 and 4, but complete the building of Units 1 and 2 with
current in-service dates of Hay 1988 and February 1989. Cancellation of
Units 3 and 4 are considered, since construction of Units 1 and 2 are
more advanced; therefore, cancellation costs related to Units 3 and 4
would be less. A cancellation date of October 31, 1985 is assumed.

Downsizing the project from four to two units would require the
termination of parts of the equipment and material supply contracts with
manufacturers and fabricators, and halting of associated construction
work. In some instances the fabrication of equipment is well-advanced
and unique to the project, such that there may be no net savings if
termination is effected now. Equipment in these categories include most
reactor components, steam and turbine generators and auxiliaries, and
control computers. The engineering work effort of a four-unit station
is comparable to that of a two-unit station, because of multi-unit
design replication so that related savings are expected to be negligible.
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TABLE 1

BES RESOURCES AFFECTED BY DARLINGTON DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

LOAD
GROWTH
SCENARIO

FORECAST

UPPER

LOWER

DESCRIPTION OF
RESOURCES/FACILITIES

DARLINGTON
REPLACEMENT

. Nuclear

. Fossi1
STRATEGIC CONSERVATION

DARLINGTON
REPLACEMENT

. Nuclear

. Fossil
STRATEGIC CONSERVATION

DARLINGTON
REPLACEMENT

. Nuclear

. Fossil
STRATEGIC CONSERVATION

TIMING OF RESOURCES/FACILITIES AFFECTED BY
DARLINGTON DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

ALL UNITS
ON SCHEDULE

1988/89/91/92

1996-2010

1988/89/91/92

1990-2010

1988/89/91/92

1996-2010

CANCEL 3&4
BUILD 1&2

1388/89

2002/03
2002-2003
1990-1997

1988/89

1999/00
1996-1997
1990-2000

1988/89

1996-2010

CANCEL ALL
FOUR UNITS

1999/00/00/01*
1999-2003
1990-1997

1999/00/00/01*
1996-1997
1990-2000

1996-2010

* Indicates earliest practical in-service date for replacement capacity, used
to assess impact of disposition alternatives.

NOTE:

For evaluation purposes, the base generation to meet future load growth assumes
uncommitted resources, some of which are outlined below. These uncommitted
resources, up to the year 2010 are under study, and no preferred alternatives
have been selected.

(a) Forecast growth: 2060 MV load management; 550 HW supplemental (including
cogeneration, district heating, refuse burning, and small hydroelectric
plants under two average MW); 750 MW strategic conservation; and 1500 MW
hydroelectric generation. Additional bulk thermal resources would also be
requi red.

(b) Lower growth: comparable amounts of load management: supplemental and
demand management as in the forecast case, and a smaller amount (660 MV) of
hydroelectric generation.

(c) Upper growth:
required.

additional resources above those listed in (a) would be



(3) Cancel all four units. Cancellation of the total project would involve
halting all engineering and construction work, and termination of all
equipment and material supply contracts. A small complement of staff
would be required to place the site and facilities in an acceptably safe
condition, and for renegotiations of contract terminations. Earlier
remarks concerning equipment contract termination and reduced savings
would also apply here.

Table 1 summarizes the main effects of the Darlington disposition
alternatives on the BES. For example, under forecast load conditions,
cancellation of two or all four Darlington units would trigger the need for
replacement resources with in-service dates between the mid 1990s and the
year 2000, which is a few years after the current in-service dates. If the
future load demand is comparable to the upper load growth, a shortfall in
resources could occur by the early 1990s, and the cancellation alternatives
would aggravate the shortfall situation. Table 1 indicates the earliest
in-service date of fossil replacement tesomces ate in the late 1990s, and
for nuclear replacement resources are neaL the turn of the century, with
consideration of the lead time to build thermal generation facilities, and
to ensure that the intent of the Environmental Assessment Act is followed.
It is assumed that these shortfalls could be partly offset by advancing some
strategic conservation as noted in Table 1. Under the lower load growth
scenario Darlington would be required to provide a benefit in displacing and
conserving more expensive fossil fuel, even though the units are not
required to maintain an acceptable level of generation reserve associated
with a reliable load supply.

For evaluation purposes two types of thermal generation which are non-site
specific, are considered for complementing other forms of resources, for
replacement of cancelled Darlington units to partly overcome resource
shortfalls under the forecast and upper load growth conditions:

(a) fossil (coal) fuelled generation;
(b) nuclear based generation.

In addition to increasing the amount of fossil fuel required for electricity
production, cancellation of two or four units would increase the acid gas
emissions such that it would advance the in-service dates of acid gas
emission control facilities and increase operating costs associated with the
use of premium low sulphur coal in order to meet regulatory emission
requirements. It should be noted that under the high load growth scenario,
it may be very difficult to install the large number of acid gas control
facilities soon enough to meet regulatory emission limits, because of the
lead times required for approvals and building of same. Beyond the tutn of
the century there is uncertainty regarding the ability to meet existing
regulatory limits, particularly for the cancellation alternatives and upper
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load growth conditions. This may requite the use of natural gas in place of
coal COL electricity production to reduce the emission levels, at
considerable cost. Electricity produced from gas is about three to five
times more expensive than coal.

The notes in Table 1 list some of the uncommitted resources under study in
the base generation to meet future load. For evaluation purposes only, some
of the resources assumed for the forecast growth case Include 2060 MW of
load management; 550 MW of supplemental generation; 750 MW of strategic
conservation; and about 1500 MW of hydroelectric generation by the year 2010.

Although a secondary consideration from the perspective of Ontario load
supply, the cancellation of Darlington units will result in reductions in
revenues from economy sales to neighbouring utilities which would otherwise
benefit Ontario customers.
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3.0 DARLINGTON PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS
STATUS & CAPITAL PROJECT COST OF DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

The capital project cost of the disposition alternatives are affected by the
extent of work completed at Darlington. Therefore, it is appropriate to
briefly review the project status.

3.1 Project Status

A significant portion of the engineering, equipment procurement and
construction related to the Darlington project has been completed.

The engineering work effort mainly involving staff from Ontario Hydro is
estimated to be about 75% complete,

The procurement of equipment and material for the project is well advanced,
with contracted commitments comprising about 95% of project material
requirements. About 50% of procurement related committed costs have alteady
been expended, although the true physical progress related to fabrication of
equipment is much higher. This results from skewing of payment schedules
towards the delivery date of finished products, or until equipment
performance guarantees have been deiuonsttated during commissioning of the
station. Host of the major equipment associated with Units 1 and 2
including the reactors, steam generators, turbine generators and electrical
switchyard related hardware are either on site, or in the final stages of
fabrication. The manufacture of equipment related to the remaining two
units, together with other auxiliary components, are well underway.

Construction related activities are estimated to be about 40% complete. The
civil and structural work efforts are advanced such that piping and
electrical cable facilities are now being installed. The cooling water
intake tunnel (840 m) is complete and work is well underway on the discharge
tunnel (1850 m). Significant amounts of material have been used in the
construction program to date, including some 470,000 cubic metres of
concrete. 70.000 Hg of reinforcing steel and 20,000 Hg of structural steel.

3.2 Capital Project Cost of Darlington Disposition Alternatives

The capital project costs associated with the disposition alternatives are
illustrated in Table 2 and briefly discussed below.

Capital Project Cost to Build All Units on Schedule

The escalated capital project cost to complete Darlington as a four unit
station is about $10.9 billion, based on the dollars of the year the money
is spent, including interest on these expenditures. Roughly three quarters
of this cost is related to construction, including material and
engineering. The remaining one quarter of this cost ($2.6 billion) is for
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TABLE 2

CAPITAL PROJECT COSTS* OF DARLINGTON

ESCALATED COSTS

CONSTRUCTION

. COMMITTED COSTS

. COMPLETION WITH INTEREST

- SUBTOTAL

HEAVY WATER. TRAINING

& COTOIISSIONING

CAPITAL PROJECT COSTS (1988-92)

CAPITAL PROJECT COSTS (MILLIONS $) FOR

DARLINGTON DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

ON

SCHEDULE

3690

4620

8310

2585

10895

CANCEL 3&4,

BUILD 1&2

3690

3370

7060

1790

8850

CANCEL

ALL UNITS

3690

2360

6050

1085

7135

RELATIVE COSTS

(BASED ON PROJECT COSTS)

BASE 5/6 (83%) 2/3 (67%)

{* - Costs expressed in dollars of the year)
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heavy water (requited as a moderator in CANOU reactors), capitalized
operator training and commissioning of the station. About 80% of the lattei
$2.6 billion is attributable to the cost of heavy water; and it is estimated
that about half the heavy water cost is unavoidable owing to the allocation
of fixed charges associated with part of the existing heavy water production
facilities. These fixed charges are common to all alternatives.

Cost of Cancellation Alternatives

Downsizing of the project from four to a two unit station would result in an
escalated capital project cost of about $8.9 billion at completion. The
cancellation of all units would cost about $7.1 billion. These cost
estimates are derived on the same common basis as the cost associated with
the on~schedule alternative. For assessment purposes only, it is assumed
that the cancellation decision would be made by the end of October 1985.

3.3 Proportion of Resources Utilized by Disposition Alternatives

The relative costs of the cancellation alternatives with the costs of the
Darlington on-schedule alternative are also illustrated in Table 2. These
relative costs provide a rough measure of the proportion of resources
utilized by each alternative. From the results in Table 2, it is noted that
cancellation of all units would result in the use of about 67% of the
resources for the total project without providing any benefit. With the
cancellation of two units, more than 83% of the resources would be used to
provide a plant of only half the size.

The preceding discussions indicate that a significant portion of the
Darlington Project work has been completed with commensurate expenditures.
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PART B - EVALUATIONS - FOSSIL SUBSTITUTE FOR CANCELLED UNITS

Pact B of this report outlines the main considerations and results of
Darlington alternative evaluations, with coal-fuelled generation as the
substitute for the cancelled units, to complement other types of resources
and to meet future needs for generation.

4.0 LIFE-TIME COST CONSIDERATIONS FOSSIL SUBSTITUTE

4.1 General Considerations

Section 3.0 provided the capital project cost of the Darlington disposition
alternatives. These alternatives are expected to incur different impacts
and costs on the future BES as outlined in Section 2.2. Therefore, all
identifiable future incremental costs are taken into considetation in the
evaluation and comparison of alternatives, because these costs would
eventually be reflected in future rate payments by Ontario Hydro customers.
Further, the economic benefits or costs of continuing with the project ate
highlighted by consideration of cost differences in the comparison of
alternatives, such that costs common to all alternatives net out in the
economic evaluations. The 40-year life-time costs of the Darlington
alternatives, including project costs; fuel; and operating, maintenance and
administration (OH&A) costs; decommissioning and spent fuel handling; as
well as the 'upset' costs related to the cancellation alternatives are
escalated to the year in which expenditures are predicted to occur, and
subsequently these are expressed in 1985 present value dollars using
appropriate discount rates. Costs expressed in this fashion take into
account the time value of money, and the accumulated costs provide a
consistent basis for comparison. Upset costs relate mainly to more
expensive fossil fuel, differences in OH&A, replacement facilities for
cancelled units, advancement of in-service dates for acid gas control
facilities and strategic conservation, and foregone net revenues from energy
sales to neighbouring utilities, during the period between the scheduled
in-service dates for the Darlington units and the in service dates of the
substitute resources.

To provide some measure of the benefits related to different alternatives,
costs are evaluated for the period 1985 to the in service dates of the
Darlington units plus estimates of costs spanning the 40 year operating
life. However, the focus of detailed analyses was up to the year 2010
recognizing the uncertainty and reduced confidence in information regarding
system and economic conditions far beyond the year 2010. Terminal values
are assigned for major facilities (for example, the fossil substitute
facilities with in-service years near the turn of the century), to account
for the useful life beyond the end of the study period, and to place all
costs on a common time base so that the comparison of the present value
costs of alternatives are consistent.
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TABl.K 3

LIFETIME COSTS OF DARLINGTON ALTERNATIVES WITH
FOSSIL (COAL) SUBSTITUTE FOR CANCELLED UNITS

FORECAST GROrfXri & FOSSIL (COAL) SUBSTITUTE

COST CATEGORY

11) Darlington Costs

. Project

. Fuel (40 year estimated

. OMJ.A operating life)

. Total

(2) Coal Substitute Costs

. Project

. Fuel

. 0«4A

. Total

(3) Replacement Fuel

(4) Foregone Export Net Revenue

(5) Other Costs

TOTAL LIFETIME COSTS (S H)

NET CANCELLATION COSTS ($ «)

% COST INCREASE WITH
CANCELLATIONS

COST - 1985
BUILD ON
SCHEDULE

5560
1531
1543
8634

—5-

-
-
-

8634

Base

Base

PRESENT VALUE
CANCEL 3&4.
BUILD 1&2

4644
B35
119b
6674

734
1660
367

2761

1062

19b

644

11336

2702

31%

$K Imillion)
CANCEL ALL

UNITS

3638

3638

1637
3726
807
6170

2601

520

900

13829

5195

60S

Notes:

The notes below, correspond to each of tne cost categories above.

(1) Darlington project costs include those associated with station
capital, heavy water, gross commissioning, capitalized training
and half initial fuel costs as applicable.

(2) Capital cost of coal substitute including associated costs and
terminal values.

(3) Cost of fossil fuel burned in existing generation facilities to
replace lost nuclear capability, prior to in service of coal
substitute.

(4) Net export. »«enues are different owing to changes in the
available quantities of nuclear and fossil energy above that
required for supply of Ontario electrical loads.

(5) Cost of advancing in-service dates of acid gas control
facilities, demand management with consideration of terminal
values. Also included are OMSA costs due to different amounts
of motttballed fossil generation facilities used and different
amounts of scrubbers in service.
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As indicated in Section 2.1, economic conditions affect futuie electrical
load growth as well as the cost of future facilities and related opetating
costs. Three consistent sets of escalation and discount factors are used in
the evaluations corresponding to the three load growth scenarios. The
discount rates used in the evaluations are on average about 4% to 6% above
the Inflation rate unoer forecast conditions; about 3.5% to 4.5% above, for
the lower load growth; and 4.5% to 6% above the inflation rate for the upper
load growth scenario. The results of evaluations with these factors follows
below.

4.2 Cost Comparison of Alternatives - Fossil Substitute

Cost Comparison of Alternatives - Forecast Load Growth - Fossil Substitute

The details of the 1985 present value life-time costs for the completion of
Darlington and for the cancellation of two or all four Darlington units are
illustrated in Table 3. These costs are related to the forecast load growth
and economic conditions. The results for the cancellation of two or four
units include costs for coal-fuelled generation replacement near the turn of
the century, and upset costs. The life-time costs of Darlington on schedule
is about $8.6 billion in 1985 present value terms. In comparison, the
life-time costs related to the cancellation of two or all Darlington units
are about $11.3 billion and $13.8 billion in 1985 present value respectively.

From Table 3 it is noted that the two most significant cost components ate:
(a) the life-time costs of Darlington or the substitutes; and (b) additional
fuel costs foi Ontario load supply, to make up for energy that would
otherwise be produced by the Darlington units at lower production costs.
Together with these costs, the costs associated with differences in
operating and maintenance costs, foregone net revenue from potential energy
sales to neighbouring utilities and other costs, result in the additional
cost from cancellation of Darlington. The cancellation of two or four units
would incur n»t additional costs of about $2.7 billion and $5.2 billion in
present value respectively. These values are about 31% and 60% above the
costs of the Darlington on schedule alternative.
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FIGURE 2

COMPARISON OF LIFETIME COSTS (3985 PV $B) FOR DARLINGTON
ALTERNATIVES WITH FOSSIL SUBSTITUTE FOR CANCELLED UNITS
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Cost Comparison for Different Load Growths - Fossil Substitute

Figure 2 illustrates how total life-time costs of the Datlington
alternatives are affected by changes in load growth conditions. Undei the
upper load growth, the 1985 present value life-time costs for the
on-schedule. two and four unit cancellation alternatives are $8.8 billion,
$12.2 billion and $15.9 billion. These are about 2%, 8% and 15% above the
corresponding cost for each Darlington alternative undei. the forecast load
growth scenario. Under the lower load growth, the 1985 present value
life-time costs of the on-schedule, two and four unit cancellation
alternatives are $8.4 billion, $9.4 billion and $10.7 billion. Costs for
the lower growth do not involve substitute resources.

It is significant that under all three growth scenarios, the cancellation
alternatives would incur heavy additional costs above those related to the
Darlington on-schedule alternative. It is also noteworthy that the
Darlington on-schedule alternative is relatively insensitive to change in
economic factors. This also Indicates the robustness of the on-schedule
alternative when consideration is given to the large variability in the load
growth.

4.3 Remarks - Sensitivity Analyses - Fossil Substitute

Future economic and electrical load growth conditions are subject to
considerable uncertainty. To ascertain the effects of possible changes in
circumstances, the study work discussed earlier included the effects of
three different load growth scenarios. However, there are uncertainties in
cost components used in the economic evaluations. The primary concern is
that future changes in cost components should not radically alter the
ranking of alternatives; in other words, an alternative with a significant
net benefit should not suddenly show a net cost, because of relatively small
changes in future cost components. Extensive sensitivity analyses,
involving economic factors could not be undertaken partly owing to time
constraints. However, based on earlier work reported in the Review of
Darlington, Report 630SP, dated January 1984, it is judged that the
life-time economic results would be insensitive to nominal, but credible
changes in the future. Since then, the Darlington project work is now more
advanced, there is less uncertainty regarding project costs; the forecast
load growth is higher; while the real discount rate remained substantially
unchanged; and all these factors generally increase the economic advantage
of the Darlington on-schedule alternative.
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5.0 FINANCIAL IMPACT FOSSIL SUBSTITUTE

This section provides an assessment of the financial implications of
cancelling all or part of Darlington NGS relative- to continuing construction
of the project and placing it into service accotding to the cut.tent
schedule. The analysis includes projected impacts on electricity price
levels, borrowing requirements, and financial soundness for the period 1985
to 2005.

5.1 General Considerations

The impacts on financial results were developed based on the following
assumptions regarding electricity price levels and financial policy.

electricity price levels are assumed to be fixed in 1985 and 1986; any
changes in costs in these years will be reflected in net income.

Forecast rate levels from 1987 to 1990 were developed reflecting a
balancing of rate and financial soundness objectives; in general, annual
rate increases were limited to the rate of inflation, except where doing
so would result in an unacceptable deterioration in financial soundness.

Beyond 1990, net income levels were determined by setting interest
coverage at the target levels identified in the Ontario Hydro net income
policy.

Where all or part of Darlington NGS is cancelled, the effective date of
cancellation is assumed to be Octobet 31, 1985. The costs of the
cancelled project ate assumed to be amortized over a ten year period
beginning January 1987, the first year such amortization can be factored
into rates. Capitalization of interest or the project is assumed to
cease effective January 1987. Amortization of the cancelled project
costs is considered to be an appropriate accounting treatment only if
the assets being written off have no future value.

The effects of cancelling Darlington are dependent on the type of the
generation facilities assumed beyond Darlington, as well as on the
underlying economic and load growth conditions. The following discussion
examines the financial impacts with a fossil substitute for the cancelled
units. The effects of a cancellation are provided for forecast economic
conditions and for upper and lower economic growth.

5.2 Financial Impacts - Forecast Growth & Fossil Substitute

The estimated financial impacts of cancelling all or part of Darlington
forecast economic and load growth conditions are summarized in the
discussions to follow.
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FIGURE 3

IMPACTS ON ELECTRICITY PRICE (AVERASE) LEVELS (1987-2005)
DARLINGTON CANCELLATIONS WITH FOSSIL SUBSTITUTE
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Electricity Prices

Figure 3 illustrates the projected change in average electricity price
levels under the two cancellation alternatives relative to continuing
construction of Darlington on schedule. As indicated, the cancellation of
all or part of Darlington is expected to increase electricity price levels.
For the period from 1987 to 2005, rate levels are projected to average about
five percent higher if Units 3 and 4 are cancelled, and almost nine percent
higher if all four units are cancelled. This represents an increase in
revenues collected from customers of approximately $9 billion and
$16 billion, respectively, over the period. For the four unit cancellation
alternative, a rate increase of almost 20% would be requiLed in 1987. For
both cancel1.::on alternatives, the strategic objective of no Leal increase
in the price of electricity during the 1980s should still be possible,
although some trade-offs against financial soundness may be necessary.

In the short term, the Increase in rate levels is a diiect Lesult of
including the amortization of the cancelled project costs in the revenue
requirement, as well as discontinuing the capitalization of interest
associated with the project. This increase is offset to some degree in
later years as the fixed charges that would have been inclined when the
Darlington units were placed in service are avoided. The impact of a
cancellation on electricity price levels is expected to increase again in
the mid to late 1990s as the energy that would have come front Darlington is
provided by more expensive fossil-fuelled generation, and as increased load
requires the construction of new generation capacity. Beyond the year 2000,
these imp&cts are intensified as energy sales to secondary export markets
are reduced owing to limits on acid gas emissions and reductions in the
amounts of attractively priced energy available for sale to other utilities.

Although the impacts beyond 2005 have not been quantified, it is expected
that price levels would remain at higher levels for the cancellation
alternatives throughout the period Darlington would have been in service.

Borrowing

Under the cancellation alternatives, projected borrowing requirements are
reduced in the short term. If all four units were cancelled, total net
borrowing is expected to be reduced by about four billion dollars (60%)
between 1985 and 1990, with the largest impacts occur ting in 1987 and 1988.
If only Units 3 and 4 were cancelled, net borrowing would be reduced by over
one and a half billion dollars (25%), primatily between 1988 and 1990.
Under both alternatives, borrowing requirements would Increase significantly
in the mid to late 1990s to fund the requited investment in new generation
facilities.
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Financial Soundness

Except for 1987, financial soundness indicators are not projected to be
significantly affected under the cancellation alternatives, since rate
increases were generally assumed to be set to meet financial soundness
objectives. Under the full cancellation alternative, it was assumed that
financial soundness would be allowed to deteriorate in 1987 in order to
minimi2e the effect of cancellations on rates.

The impact of a Darlington cancellation on Ontario Hydro's financial
soundness would not be limited to its effect on the financial soundness
indicators. The increase in electricity price levels resulting from the
cancellation would teduce electricity's competitive position lelative to
other energy fotms, and could, therefore, result in a decline in future
sales prospects. In addition, to the extent that the increase in price
levels significantly reduces the competitiveness of Ontario electricity, the
ability of the Corporation to adjust rates upwards to accommodate unforeseen
events in subsequent yeats may be impaited. This would be viewed negatively
by the financial community.

An increase in elecuicity prices would generally be expected to have
negative impacts on the provincial economy. In addition, cancellation of a
large project such as Darlington could be viewed by the financial community
as a sign of instability. Both of these impacts could adversely affect the
amount and cost of capital available, particularly if the funds are requiied
in future to build replacement generation capacity.

5.3 Alternative Economic Growth Scenarios & Fossil Substitute

The financial impacts of cancelling Darlington under both the upper growth
and lower growth scenarios are summarized below.

The changes in electricity price levels resulting from the cancellation of
Darlington under the upper and lower growth scenarios are also illustrated
in Figure 3. Many of the short-term financial impacts of cancelling
Darlington under these scenarios are not significantly different from those
predicted under forecast growth conditions.

Under the upper growth scenario, cancelling all or part of Darlington is
projected to result in an average increase in electricity prices of one to
two percent higher than those projected under forecast conditions. This
increase is primarily owing to a larger ieduction in secondary sales and the
advancement of replacement generation capacity for Darlington, both of which
result from the higher generation requirements of the upper growth scenario
relative to the forecast scenario.

Under the lower growth scenario, the cancellation of Darlington is expected
to result in a slight decline in electricity price levels, relative to
continuing construction on schedule, for much of the period beyond 1990.
The main reason for the favourable impacts during this period is that under
conditions of low load growth the operating benefits associated with
completing Darlington on schedule are not enough to fully offset the
additional fixed charges until beyond the year 2000. In addition, under low
growth, there is no need to build replacement generation capacity for
Darlington until after the turn of the century.
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6.0 PROVINCIAL ECONOMY IMPACT FOSSIL SUBSTITUTE

6.1 General Considerations

The resources required to build Darlington are relatively large and it is
expected that a significant portion of the expenditures would be made in
Ontario. The cancellation of two or foui units at Darlington would impact
on the Ontario economy. Two important and quantifiable indicators of
economic benefit are Employment and the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in
Ontario. The GDP is a measure of the real value of all goods and services
produced in the economy. Positive impacts on employment and GDP reflect
economic benefits.

In the terminology of economists. Input-Output (I-O) analysis was utilized
to estimate the Impact of Darlington cancellation on the Ontario economy.
The 1-0 framework considered the effects of change in Ontario Hydro's demand
for certain commodities (eg. construction labour, nuclear fuel) as the
impact on industry production, income, and consumer and business
respending. The analysis also considered the effect of Ontario Hydro's
borrowing on investment in other sectors of the economy.

For the forecast economic and load growth conditions, the impact of
Darlington cancellations on the provincial economy are examined with
consideration of changes to: the generation resources including provision
of replacement capacity, advancement of strategic conservation and acid gas
control facilities, fuel mix and heavy water requirements and electricity
rates in the period 1985 2005. The impact on employment is illustrated in
Figure 4 for the near term, as well as the overall effect in the next
20 years.

6.2 Provincial Economy Impact - Forecast Growth

In the neat term period 1985 1990, the cancellation of all four units at
Darlington is expected to result in a loss of employment totalling
33,000 person-years and a cumulative reduction in the real GDP of
$1.4 billion (1985$). In this period, the negative impact peaks in 1987 and
1988, when more than 11,000 jobs would be lost in each year, and the
unemployment rate would increase about 0.2 percent points.

The cancellation of two units would result in an employment loss of about
14,000 person-years in the near term, as well as cumulative reduction in the
real GDP of more than $500 million (1985$). The negative impact on
employment would peak in 1988 and 1989, when some 5,000 jobs would be lost
in each of these years.
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FIGURE 4
IMPACT OF DARLINGTON CANCELLATION ON ONTARIO ECONOMY
- EMPLOYMENT (FORECAST GROWTH & FOSSIL SUBSTITUTE)
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In the early to mid 1990s a transitory benefit in employment and GDP ate
expected, which ate attributable mostly to work associated with the
replacement fossil resources for the cancelled Darlington units,
implementation of strategic conservation, including benefits expected from
home-insulation activity and advancement of acid gas control facilities
associated with increases in coal quantities for electricity production.
The net positive impact gradually erodes and becomes negative beyond the mid
1990s, partly owing to increases in electricity rates and the crowding-out
of non-energy-related investment resulting from increased Ontario Hydro
borrowings required to build replacement resources.

Consideration of impact on the provincial economy for an extended time
period say 1985-2005 provides a better indication of the overall impact.
Cancellation of all four units at Darlington would result in a net reduction
in employment of some 100,000 person-years, of which some 44,000
person-years are attributable to the completion of the Darlington project.
Cancellation of two units would result in a net employment loss of some
56,000 person-years, of which some 21,000 are attributable partly to the
project. In the 1985-2005 period, the effect of electricity rate changes
alone are expected to induce employment losses of some 100,000 and 50,000
person-years, for the four and two unit cancellations respectively. The
overall reductions in real GDP accumulate to $3.9 billion and $2.3 billion
(1985$) for the four and two unit cancellations respectively.

The cancellation alternatives which replace Darlington units with fossil
generation would reduce the use of uranium that is indigenous to Ontario.
Depending on future circumstances, the replacement coal is estimated at
8.5 million and 4.3 million tonnes per year. Based on today's prices, this
corresponds to expenditures of about $600 million and $300 million per
year (1985$), mostly in the U.S. These represent large expenditures which
impact negatively on Canada's and Ontario's balance of trade.

Economy analysis of the Darlington cancellation was not undertaken for the
high growth and low growth cases.
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FIGURE 5

COMPARISON OF LIFETIME COSTS (1985 PV $B) FOR DARLINGTON
ALTERNATIVES WITH NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTE FOR CANCELLED UNITS
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PART C - EVALUATIONS - NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTE FOR CANCELLED UNITS

Part C of this report outlines the results of Darlington alternative
evaluations, assuming nuclear generation as substitutes for the cancelled
units, to complement other types of resources, and to meet future needs for
generation. With minor exceptions the main considerations for carrying out
the evaluations are similar to those in Part B, therefore only significant
differences are discussed in this part of the report.

7.0 LIFE-TIME COST CONSIDERATIONS - NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTE

For completeness, the results of the evaluations associated with the nuclear
substitute are discussed. The reader familiar with the discussions in
Part B, may examine Figures 5 to 7 (see pages 26, 28 and 30) which summarize
the evaluation results with nuclear generation as the substitute for
cancelled Darlington units.

Consistent with the considerations of life-time cost evaluations discussed
in Section 4.0 (Part B), Figure 5 illustrates the total 1985 present value
life-time costs of the Darlington disposition alternatives for the three
load growth scenarios. Under forecast conditions, the life-time costs of
Darlington on-schedule is about $8.6 billion. In comparison, the life-time
costs related to the cancellation of two or all units are about
$10.6 billion and $12.2 billion in 1985 PV respectively.

For the upper load growth, the 1985 present value life time costs for the
on-schedule, two and four unit cancellation alternatives are $8.8 billion,
$11.3 billion and $15.2 billion. Under the lower load growth involving no
substitute resources, the alternative costs are $8.4 billion, $9.4 billion
and $10.7 billion as reported earlier.

Under all three load growth scenarios, the Darlington on schedule
alternative is insensitive to change in load growth. Consistent with
remarks regarding sensitivity analysis in Part B, it is judged that for
credible changes in cost components, the life time cost savings related to
the Darlington on-schedule alternative would be essentially maintained for
all three growth scenarios.
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FI6URE 6

IMPACTS ON ELECTRICITY PRICE (AVERAGE) LEVELS (1987-2005)
DARLINGTON CANCELLATIONS WITH NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTE

- FOR DIFFERENT GROWTH SCENARIOS
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8.0 FINANCIAL IMPACT - NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTE

The projected changes in average electricity price levels resulting from the
cancellation of all or part of Darlington, and its subsequent replacement
with a nuclear substitute, are illustrated in Figure 6. The analysis is
consistent with the general considerations discussed in Section 5.0.

Under forecast growth conditions, electricity rate levels are projected to
average about 4% higher if Units 3 and 4 are cancelleu, and 7% higher if all
four units are cancelled relative to the Darlington on-schedule
alternative. This represents an increase in customer bills over the
twenty-year period of about $6 billion and $11 billion respectively.

For the upper growth scenario, cancelling two units or all units at
Darlington is projected to increase rates by an average of about 5% and 10%
respectively.

Under lower growth conditions, the impact on electricity rates are identical
to those of the corresponding fossil substitute scenarios, since no
replacements are assumed for the cancelled Darlington units.
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FIGURE 7
IMPACT OF DARLINGTON CANCELLATION ON ONTARIO ECONOMY
- EMPLOYMENT (FORECAST GROWTH G NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTE)
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9.0 PROVINCIAL ECONOMY IMPACT - NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTE

Consistent with the general considerations discussed in Section 6.0, in the
near term period 1985-1990, the cancellation of all four units at Darlington
are expected to result in a loss of employment totalling
22,000 person-years, as illustrated in Figure 7. and a reduction in the real
GDP of $1 billion (1985$). In this period, the negative impact peaks in
1987 and 1988, when some 8,000 jobs would be lost in each of these years,
and the corresponding increase in the unemployment index by about 0.2%.

The cancellation of two units in the near term would result in a loss of
employment of 14,000 person-years in the near term, as well as reduction in
the real GDP of about $600 million (1985$). The negative impact on
employment would peak in 1988 and 1989, when more than 5000 jobs would be
lost in each of these years.

Consideration of impact on the provincial economy for an extended time
period, say 1985-2005, provides a better indication of the trends and
overall impact. Under the forecast growth scenario, cancellation of all
four units at Darlington would result in a net loss of employment of some
63,000 person-years, of which some 44,000 person-years are attributable to
the project either directly, indirectly or induced. Cancellation of two
units would result in a net loss of employment of some 40,000 person-years,
of which some 21,000 are attributable to the project. In the 1985-2005
period, the effect of electricity rate changes alone are expected to induce
employment losses of some 73,000 and 42,000 person-years for the four and
two unit cancellations respectively. The overall reduction in real GDP are
some $2.4 and $1.5 billion (1985$) for the four and two unit cancellations
respectively.

The input-output analysis was not undertaken for the lower and upper growth
scenarios, although similar trends of negative Impact on the Ontario economy
are expected.
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FIGURE BA
IMPACT COMPARISON OF A UNIT DARLINGTON CANCELLATION
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FIGURE 8B
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PART D - IMPACT COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS

10.0 IMPACT COMPARISON OF DARLINGTON CANCELLATION
- FOSSIL & NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTES

Pacts B and C of this report discussed lifetime costs of the Datlington
disposition alternatives with consideration of fossil and nuclear generation
as substitutes for the cancelled units, to complement other types of
resources, and to meet future needs for generation. This section compares
the net effects or impacts of Darlington cancellation with the two forms of
substitute thermal generation, ie, fossil and nuclear, from the perspective
of changes in lifetime costs, changes in electricity rates and changes in
employment in Ontario. The comparisons to follow are with respect to the
Darlington on schedule alternative.

10.1 Cancellation Impact Comparisons of Life-Time Costs

Figures 8A and 8B illustrate the additional 1985 present value lifetime
costs related to Darlington cancellations above the on-schedule alternative.

For the four unit cancellation. Figure 8A illustrates the additional costs
with the fossil and nuclear substitutes as applicable for all three growth
scenarios.

Under the forecast and upper growth scenarios, the four unit cancellation
alternative with the fossil substitute would result in heavier extra costs.
For example, under forecast conditions, the extra cost of the four unit
cancellation with the fossil substitute is $5.2 billion in 1985 PV, compared
to $3.6 billion extra for the nuclear substitute. In other words, the
fossil substitute would incur further costs of about $1.6 billion, or about
45% above that of the nuclear substitute. Under the upper growth scenario,
the extra cost of the fossil substitute case is about $7.1 billion compared
to $6.4 billion extra for the nuclear substitute case.

Figure SB illustrates the extra life-time costs above the on-schedule case,
for all three load growth scenarios, for the two unit cancellation with both
the fossil and nuclear substitutes as applicable. The two unit cancellation
alternative with the fossil substitute in the forecast and upper growth
scenarios would result in heavier extra costs. For example, under forecast
conditions, the extra cost of the fossil substitute is $2.7 billion in
1985 PV, compared to $2 billion for the nuclear substitute. Under the upper
growth scenario, the extra cost of the fossil substitute case is
$3.4 billion compared to $2.5 billion for the nuclear.

Under the lower growth scenario, the extra life-time costs of $2.3 billion
and $1 billion 1985 PV associated with the cancellation of four and two
units are common, because no substitute nuclear or fossil resources are
assumed.
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FIGURE 9A

IMPACT COMPARISON OF 4 UNIT DARLINGTON CANCELLATION
ON ELECTRICITY PRICE (AVERAGE) LEVELS (1987-2005)
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10.2 Cancellation Impact Comparisons of Electricity Bates

Figures 9A and 9B illustrate the projected impacts on electricity price
levels over the next 20 years, of cancelling four and two Darlington units,
relative to continuing the project on its current schedule. Figure 9A
illustrates the impacts for the four unit cancellation under the three
economic growth scenarios. Under forecast growth conditions, the four unit
cancellation would result in rates averaging about 7% higher with the
nuclear substitute, and 9% higher with the fossil substitute. CustomeL
bills would be about $11 billion and $16 billion higher, respectively, over
the period. Under upper growth conditions, electricity prices are forecast
to average about 10% and 11% higher, respectively, relative to the
on-schedule alternative.

Under the lower growth scenario, where no major thermal resources are
assumed for the cancelled Darlington units, rates are projected to average
about 0.2% higher.

Figure 9B illustrates the impacts for the two unit cancellation. Under
forecast growth conditions, electricity rates are projected to average about
4% higher with the nuclear substitute, and 5% higher with the fossil
substitute. Customer bills over the 20-year period would be about
$6 billion and $9 billion higher, respectively. Under upper growth
conditions, electricity prices are expected to average about 5% and 6%
higher with the nuclear and fossil substitutes respectively.
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j0-3 Cancellation Impact comparisons or Employment

Figure io illustrates the effect of cancelling Darlington on employment In
Ontario over the next 20 years under forecast growth conditions. The four
unit cancellation with the nuclear substitute would result in employment
reduction of some 63,000 person-years in comparison to 100.000 person-years
with the fossil substitute. The higher value is partly attributable to loss
of jobs because of the project, higher electricity rates and its impact on
the economy and reduction in the use of indigenous uranium fuel and
replacement with coal mostly from the U.S.

The two unit cancellation with the nuclear substitute would result in
employment reduction of some 40,000 person years, in comparison to 56,000
person-years with the fossil substitute.

FIGURE 10
IMPACT COMPARISON OF DARLINGTON CANCELLATION

ON ONTARIO EMPLOYMENT (PERSON-YEARS) IN 1985-2005
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11.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RATIONALE

The results of analyses of the impacts on technical, economic, financial and
Ontario economy factors indicate that the building of Darlington should
continue as a four unit station. The reasons for this conclusion are
briefly summarized below.

Darlington is expected to be required in the long term to ensure an
acceptable level of reliability for customer load supply, and will
produce economical energy. Cancellation of Darlington would trigger the
need for replacement resources in the early to mid 1990s under the
forecast and upper load growth conditions.

Darlington produces valuable energy that will conserve the use of
expensive and non-renewable fossil fuel undei all load growth
conditions, and at the same time, reduces acid gas emissions. This in
turn will defer the need for capital expenditures for acid gas control
facilities.

Cancellation of two or four Darlington units would tesult in net
inciease in long term costs.

The extra long-term costs associated with the foiu and two unit
cancellation with the fossil substitute are $5.2 billion (ot 60%) and
$2.7 billion (or 30%) above the Darlington on schedule alternative.

Under the upper growth conditions with the fossil substitute for the
four and two unit cancellations, the extra long-term costs are
$7.1 billion (or 80%) and $3.4 billion (or 40%) above the Darlington
on-schedule alternatives.

Under the lower growth conditions, four and two unit cancellations, the
extra long-term costs are $2.3 billion 1985 PV (or 30%) and $1 billion
1985 PV (or 12%) above the Darlington on-schedule alternative. These
costs assume no major thermal generation substitutes for the cancelled
units.

The extra long-term costs of cancellations with the nuclear substitutes
for the forecast and upper load growth are comparable but smaller in
magnitude to those related to the fossil substitute.

The cancellation of two or four Darlington units will result in
increased electricity price levels above the Darlington on-schedule
alternative.
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Under forecast growth conditions, rate levels foi the next 20 years are
projected to average 7% to 9% higher if all four units are cancelled,
and 4% to 5% higher if two units are cancelled. This represents an
increase in customer bills over the period of $11 billion to $16 billion
for the four unit cancellation and $6 billion to $9 billion for the two
unit cancellation. The impacts involving larger magnitudes are
associated with the fossil substitutes for the cancelled units, and the
smaller magnitude impacts are related to the nuclear substitutes.

Under upper growth conditions, electricity prices are forecast to
average 10% to 11% higher for the four unit cancellation, and 5% to 6%
for the two unit cancellation, relative to Darlington on schedule.
Under lower growth conditions, rate levels would average less than 1%
higher for both two and four unit cancellations, and these do not
involve bulk thermal substitute resources.

Cancellations are expected to have negative impact on the Ontario
economy.

In the near term 1985 90 period, cancellation of four units with the
nuclear and fossil substitutes would reduce employment by about 22,000
and 33,000 person-years respectively. Over the longer 1985-2005 period,
the net total reductions in employment are 63,000 and 100,000
person-years for the nuclear and fossil substitutes respectively.

In the near-term, cancellation of two units with nuclear and fossil
substitutes would reduce employment by about 14,000 person-years in each
case. Over the longer 1985-2005 period, the net total reductions in
employment are 40,000 and 56,000 person-years for the nuclear and fossil
substitutes respectively.

The engineering, equipment and material procurement, and construction of
the Darlington project is well advanced.

Since the building of the project commenced some 8 years ago, about 70%
of the required resources have already been used or purchased.
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Other advantages of building Darlington are:

. Provision of an increased measure of planning flexibility by reducing
the risk of having to install less economical shoit lead time
resources such as combustion turbine units (CTUs) with high energy
production costs, if load growth is higher than expected and
shortfalls in generation capacities result.

. Increases in Ontario's indigenous enetgy production by use of uranium
fuel, and at the same time conservation of fossil fuels such as coal,
as well as reduced acid gas emissions, as noted earlier.

. Positive contributions to the balance of trade payment by reducing
reliance on U.S. coal, and economy sales of uranium-fuelled
electricity to neighbouring utilities as opportunities arise, which
benefit the consumers in Ontario with lower electricity rates.

. Contributions to the energy security of the Province, as well as
Ontario's competitive position by maintaining stable electricity rates.


